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ABSTRACT

Stellar rotation is a fundamental observable that drives different aspects of stellar and planetary

evolution. In this work, we present an unprecedented manifold analysis of 160 B-type stars with light

curves collected by the TESS space mission using three different procedures (Fast Fourier Transform,

Lomb-Scargle, and wavelet techniques), accompanied by rigorous visual inspection in the search for

rotation periodicities. This effort provides rotational periodicities for 6 new TESS B-type stars and

confirmed periodicities for 22 targets with rotation periods previously listed in the literature. For other

61 stars, already classified as possible rotational variables, we identify noisy, pulsational, binarity, or

ambiguous variability behavior rather than rotation signatures. The total sample of 28 potential rota-

tors shows an overlap of different classes of rotational variables, composed of α2 Canum Venaticorum,

rotating ellipsoidal and SX Arietis stars. The combination of the three techniques applied in our

analysis offers a solid path to overcome the challenges in the discrimination of rotation from other

variabilities in stellar light curves, such as pulsation, binarity or other effects that have no physical

meaning. Finally, the rotational periodicities reported in the present study may represent important

constraints for improving stellar evolution models with rotation, as well as asteroseismic studies of hot

stars.

Keywords: TESS mission - Planetary transits — Exoplanets - Stars: Variability

INTRODUCTION

Rotation is a fundamental observable for the understanding of the physical mechanisms controlling star path through-

out stellar evolution. However, while the detection of periodicities in stellar light curves (LCs) is straightforward, their

interpretation in terms of the root causes is a far more challenging task. Indeed, the detection threshold for period-

icity depends on the star brightness, its position in the H-R diagram, the time span of observations, and the final

post-treatment of the LCs, thus differing from star to star. For instance, the measurement of rotation periodicities in

cool stars may be unambiguous due to the presence of quasiperiodic brightness variations in photometric LCs caused

by magnetically active regions repeatedly crossing the visible hemisphere as the star rotates (e.g., Irwin et al. 2009),
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but sometimes it may also depend on the applied analysis procedures. For the hottest stars, this scenario may change

dramatically due, in particular, to the presence of additional phenomena such as pulsations. For the latter, rotational

modulation very likely comes from superficial chemical inhomogeneities, namely, chemical spots, which are typically

associated with strong magnetic fields visible at the stellar surface (e.g., Michaud et al. 1981; Krtička et al. 2009, 2012,

2015). Faced with these features, whereas the current literature lists rotation periodicities for tens of thousands of

main-sequence cool stars (e.g., Reinhold et al. 2013; McQuillan et al. 2014; Canto Martins et al. 2020), typically from

M- to F-types, only a relatively small number of main-sequence A- and B-type stars are known to exhibit photometric

variability that can convincingly be attributed to rotation imprints (e.g., Sikora et al. 2020).

The advent of space missions such as CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2009), Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010), and TESS (Ricker

et al. 2015) radically changes our perception of stellar variability in different regions of the H-R diagram, where

stellar rotation is now being widely revealed (e.g., De Medeiros et al. 2013; Reinhold et al. 2013; McQuillan et al.

2014; Canto Martins et al. 2020). One of the major challenges emerging from the data collected by these missions is

the identification of rotation signatures in stars populating the intermediate and upper regions of the H-R diagram,

namely, A-, B-, and O-type stars. From the analysis of the high-precision LCs produced by the Kepler mission, Balona

(2013) claimed the presence of photometric rotational periodicities in a sample of 875 A-type stars, on the basis of the

Lomb-Scargle method (Scargle 1982; Horne & Baliunas 1986; Press & Rybicki 1989), suggesting that 44% of the total

number of analyzed A-type stars present rotational modulation. In addition, Balona (2016), also on the basis of Kepler

observations, suggested that rotational modulation in B stars is as common as it is among A stars. Nevertheless, a

recent study (Sikora et al. 2020) suggests that the incidence rate of inhomogeneous surface structures in A- and B-type

main-sequence stars, potentially responsible for the observed rotational modulation, is less than approximately 30%.

A more recent study by Balona et al. (2019) analyzed the LCs of 160 B-type stars collected by the TESS space mission,

most likely on the basis of the Lomb-Scargle technique, and concluded that, out of 114 main-sequence stars of the

referred sample, 45 targets are rotational variables. A parallel study conducted by Pedersen et al. (2019), dedicated

to a search for variability in TESS O- and B-type stars, on the basis of asteroseismology, reported the detection of

21 rotational variables out of a sample of 154 stars. In addition, David-Uraz et al. (2019) derived rotational periods

for 13 previously known magnetic O, B, and A stars observed by TESS, performing a Lomb-Scargle analysis (Lomb

1976; Scargle 1982). In fact, these two latter studies explored targets in common with the stellar sample analyzed by

Balona et al. (2019).

As underlined in the first paragraph of this section, the determination of rotation periodicities can reveal itself to be

a complex task. In other words, to avoid misidentification of rotation signatures, such a task cannot be accomplished

merely on the basis of only one analysis technique, as shown by different studies (De Medeiros et al. 2013; Weingrill

2015; Basri & Nguyen 2018; Canto Martins et al. 2020; Tan & Basri 2020). Of course, the Lomb-Scargle, Fast Fourrier

Transform or autocorrelation function are appropriate methods to identify periodicities in stellar LCs but do not

necessarily reflect traces of a phenomenon with astrophysical meaning. Readers are referred to De Medeiros et al.

(2013), Canto Martins et al. (2020), and Tan & Basri (2020) for a consistent discussion about the complexity in the

identification of stellar rotation signatures.

This study contributes with an unprecedented manifold analysis of photometric LCs of B-type stars based on multiple

techniques, namely, (i) Lomb-Scargle periodograms (e.g., Scargle 1982; Horne & Baliunas 1986; Press & Rybicki 1989),

(ii) the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (e.g., Zhan et al. 2019), and (iii) wavelet analysis (Grossmann & Morlet 1984).

For the present purpose, we have chosen the sample of 160 B-type stars with LCs collected by the TESS space mission,

analyzed by Balona et al. (2019). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the observational data set

used and the analysis procedure applied in the search for variability signals and their classification. Section 3 provides

the main results along with an overall discussion and an examination of some particular cases, whereas a summary is

presented in Section 4.

STELLAR SAMPLE AND DATA ANALYSIS

The TESS space mission (Ricker et al. 2015) produces high-precision photometry of millions of stars. The primary

mission plan is to survey almost the entire sky by monitoring 26 segments (or sectors) of 90o×24o, each one with

a duration of 27 days. The mission provides photometric data at different cadences, namely 2 and 30 minutes in

Cycles 1 and 2 and 20 seconds, 2 minutes and 10 minutes in Cycle 3, with a time baseline from 27 days to 351 days,

depending on sector overlaps. While 2-minute cadence data, also known as Target Pixel (TP) files, are available for a

subset of targets, all CCDs, called full-frame images (FFIs), are read out every 30 minutes (10 minutes in the extended
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mission)1. Subsets of TESS targets were observed for multiple sectors, with approximately 1-2% of targets located in

the Continuous Viewing Zone (CVZ) during the primary mission (Barclay et al. 2018), where targets were observed

continuously for a year. Such a fact makes these targets particularly valuable for extracting long rotation periodicities

and analyzing the persistence of stellar cycles. On July 4, 2020, TESS accomplished its primary mission, imaging

approximately 75% of the starry sky as part of a two-year-long survey. Now, in its extended mission, TESS is covering

the southern hemisphere, which will be completed in September 2022. After spending a year resuming surveying of

the southern sky, TESS will take another 15 months to collect additional observations in the north and to survey areas

along the ecliptic not yet observed.

For the purpose of the present work, we chose 160 B-type stars with LCs collected by the TESS mission and previously

analyzed by Balona & Ozuyar (2020) in the search for rotation periodicities probably using the Lomb-Scargle technique.

Among these stars, 154 were analyzed by Pedersen et al. (2019) aiming to detect and classify variabilities using

Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) (Kurtz 1985). Nevertheless, our analysis provides two fundamental differences in

relation to the referred studies. First, we apply a manifold analysis, using three different techniques: (i) Lomb-Scargle

periodograms (e.g., Scargle 1982; Horne & Baliunas 1986; Press & Rybicki 1989), (ii) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

(e.g., Zhan et al. 2019), and (iii) wavelet analysis (Grossmann & Morlet 1984), accompanied by a visual inspection and

a study of the position of the stars in the GAIA Color-Magnitude Diagram (GAIA CMD) for variable stars. Second,

whereas the studies by Balona & Ozuyar (2020) and Pedersen et al. (2019) covered only observations from the first two

sectors of the TESS mission, namely, Sectors 1 and 2, our work uses LCs of a significantly larger number of sectors,

with 84 stars presenting LCs collected from at least 10 sectors, 32 of them observed in 15-16 sectors, 31 stars with more

than 3 sectors, and 7 stars with observations in Sectors 1 and 2. Our analysis was applied for the 2-minute cadence

LCs for all the sectors considered here, among sectors 1 to 29 observed from July 25, 2018 to September 22, 2020.

These 2-min cadence data were downloaded from the FFI-TP-LC-DV Bulk Downloads Page of the Mikulski Archive

for Space Telescopes2. The TESS science processing operations center (SPOC) pipeline that produces the 2-min LCs

is described by Jenkins et al. (2016). The PDCSAP reduced LCs were used in the present study. An additional

processing on these LCs was performed, when required, for the correction of possible distortions in the signature of

periodicities, resulting from outlier removal and instrumental detrend, following the methods by De Medeiros et al.

(2013), Paz-Chinchón et al. (2015), and Canto Martins et al. (2020), plus a removal of eventual transits following the

strategy described in Paz-Chinchón et al. (2015). Once such procedures were applied, we followed the same strategy

defined by Bowman et al. (2018) to identify rotational signatures characteristic of hot stars and to determine their

periodicities from the TESS LCs (see their Sect. 3.1). The entire sample of 160 stars is listed in Table 1, with relevant

stellar parameters and the number of observed sectors taken into account in the present analysis.

Table 1. List of 160 TESS B-type stars. The following information is listed: the TIC ID, effective temperature (Teff ) from
Balona et al. (2019) (see their Table 2), GAIA magnitudes (MG and GBP − GRP ) from Pedersen et al. (2019), and TESS
Sectors.

TIC Teff MG GBP −GRP TESS Sectors

(K) (mag) (mag)

12359289 15330 -0.98 -0.12 2

29990592 20665 -4.10 0.07 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,27,28,29

30110048 17185 -2.02 -0.22 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,27,28

30268695 22845 -2.20 -0.10 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11,12,13,27,28,29

30275662 17765 -3.37 -0.04 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12,13,27,28,29

... ... ... ... ...

Note—Table 1 is published in its entirety in the machine-readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its
form and content.

Why to apply a manifold procedure in the search for rotation periodicities from LCs?

1 http://archive.stsci.edu/tess
2 https://archive.stsci.edu/tess/bulk downloads.html

https://archive.stsci.edu/tess/bulk_downloads.html
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Once periodicities are identified, major challenges arise in classifying the signals as having physical meanings and

then distinguishing rotation from pulsation, binarity or another variability phenomenon. This includes identifying how

data series are uniformly sampled and how much the amplitude of the modulation is significant from the perspective

of the associated error, the persistence of the rotation signature and the number of cycles observed in the time span,

(e.g., De Medeiros et al. 2013; Canto Martins et al. 2020), as well as the duration of intensity dips in the LC (Tan &

Basri 2020). Faced with this reality, the combination of the three techniques applied in our manifold analysis offers a

solid path to overcome the referred challenges, complementing each other. For instance, the FFT method is efficient

in the search for periodic signals that have high-duty cycles in uniformly sampled data series, whereas Lomb-Scargle is

a powerful method, particularly for unevenly sampled data. In this sense, TESS LCs are nearly evenly sampled with

a few irregularities, including some gaps. Sometimes those LCs require rebinning to regular time intervals close to

their original bins and fulfilling eventual gaps with linear interpolation. The wavelet transform is a powerful technique

to analyze a time series in the time-frequency domain, in other words, by decomposing periodicities as power spectra

sections along the time window of the data. The wavelet maps can reveal in their detailed components particular

characteristics that may not be evident in the time series themselves or in the global power spectra, including the

persistence of the signals. As such, the wavelet method helps us in establishing the types of variability identified in an

LC. We refer to Bravo et al. (2014) for a detailed analysis of different signatures that can be revealed in wavelet maps

of stellar LCs.

In this sense, the wavelet method is crucial to enrich the manifold analysis of an LC, revealing some peculiar patterns

in the wavelet map that can help strongly in the identification of a variability type. For instance, the wavelet map

can display how the amplitude of a signal may vary in time, with the presence of regular beats being a common

characteristic of pulsators (e.g., Canto Martins et al. 2020). Rotational modulation of cool stars typically presents

semiregular flux variations caused by surface inhomogeneities and long-term amplitude variations associated with

activity cycles (e.g., Canto Martins et al. 2020; Ferreira Lopes et al. 2015). In contrast, rotational modulation of

chemically peculiar (CP) hot stars with surface inhomogeneities typically exhibits more regular flux variations, with

possible amplitude variations that are considerably longer than in cool stars due to the presence of large-scale magnetic

fields (Bowman et al. 2018). The amplitude of most CP stars are thus expected to be almost constant in a TESS

LC time span (e.g., Bowman et al. 2018), a pattern that can be easily identified as a signature in the wavelet map.

Some hot stars, CP or not, may, however, show amplitude variations with a similar signature to those of cool stars

in the wavelet map (e.g., Drury et al. 2017). Overall, the wavelet map also displays the persistence of a signal –

either with constant amplitude, regular beats or semiregular amplitude variations – along the time span of an LC,

thus helping in the establishment of a physical meaning to that signal. Finally, some stars may have a distribution

of surface inhomogeneities such that their LCs display more than one dip per rotation cycle, usually two dips, whose

signature is referred to as double-dip (Basri & Nguyen 2018; Basri 2018). Such a signature can be verified from visual

inspection of the LC, and it can be clearly identified in a wavelet map from the presence of two persisting features with

integer multiple periods along the time span. This is also an important aspect to be considered for a more reliable

determination of the actual rotation period of a star (e.g., Bowman et al. 2018; Canto Martins et al. 2020). While

the identification of rotational signatures of hot stars was based on the criteria described by Bowman et al. (2018),

in practice, all the criteria described above were considered by following the approach used by Pedersen et al. (2019).

As such, a visual inspection of the LCs and an analysis of periodicity spectra was conducted by several of the authors

independently. For those stars presenting additional eclipsing binary (EB) or pulsation features, we prewhitened the

referred signatures from the LCs and searched for rotation periodicity in the residual LCs. This was particularly

applied for the stars TIC 150442264, TIC 350823719, and TIC 469906369.

RESULTS

We performed a manifold analysis on the LCs of 160 TESS B-type targets, first dedicated to the search for rota-

tional variability. Periodicities were computed for the targets with unambiguous rotational signatures, along with an

investigation of the signature persistence. We also computed the phase-folded LCs. In fact, differences in the phased

LCs associated with fluctuations in the O-C diagrams, a power excess in the residual frequency spectra, are of great

importance in the classification of the class of variability beyond rotation, pointing not only to intrinsic instabilities in

the nature of the variability but also to the presence of instrumental effects or contamination from sources that may

vary between sectors. The main results are presented in detail in the following subsections.
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Table 2. TESS B-type stars with rotation periodicity from the combined analysis of FFT, Lomb-Scargle, and wavelet. The
following information is listed: TIC ID, rotation period (P

′
rot) from Balona et al. (2019), rotation period revealed by the present

work (Prot), where the number between parentheses corresponds to the uncertainty on the final digit of the reported period,
level of signature persistence (LSP), effective time span (tSPAN ) and effective number of cycles (NCycle) obtained from our
analysis, classifications from Balona et al. (2019) and Pedersen et al. (2019), and Remarks from our analysis (a - Rotation+EB,

b - Rotation+Multi Flares, and c - Rotation+Pulsation). The parameter P
′
rot was obtained from the frequency νrot given by

Balona et al. (2019).

TIC P
′
rot Prot LSP tSPAN NCycle Balona et al. (2019) Pedersen et al. (2019) Remarks

(days) (days) (%) (days)

12359289 3.077 3.065(4) 96 25 8.4 SXARI rot

38602305 2.976 2.9686(4) 97 362 126.0 ROT rot

41331819 1.401 1.40032(9) 93 266 195.4 ROT rot/outburst?

89545031 3.759 3.75413(2) 100 46 12.7 SXARI (ACV) rot

139468902 0.455 0.45707(7) 99 45 102.0 ROT rot/SPB?

141281495 2.994 3.0086(2) 86 319 110.1 ROT rot?

149039372 – 0.322260(5) 100 317 1042.8 SPB? rot?/SPB?

150442264 – 1.490911(7) 98 335 232.0 EB (EB:) EB+puls/rot a

182909257 3.135 3.1390(3) 97 52 17.1 SXARI rot

197641601 3.436 4.987(2) 79 44 8.9 ROT? instr/rot

224244458 1.916 1.9311(5) 93 46 24.6 SXARI+FLARE rot+mini-outburst? b

231122278 – 4.549(4) 87 340 76.7 SPB rot/SPB?

262815962 2.710 2.733(8) 84 44 16.6 ROT rot/SPB?

270070443 2.532 2.535(6) 99 25 10.2 SXARI rot

279430029 0.561 0.56085(3) 49 357 655.0 ROT rot/Be

279511712 1.653 1.65167(0) 100 338 211.3 ELL (LPB) rot

280051467 4.367 4.3720(5) 98 122 28.8 SXARI rot

294747615 5.208 5.1918(5) 97 344 68.4 SXARI rot/SLF?

300744369 1.045 1.04428(9) 100 340 336.3 ROT rot

307291308 2.584 1.29641(4) 97 233 185.1 SXARI instr/rot?

313934087 – 1.75222(5) 84 45 27.2 SPB SPB/rot

350146577 1.838 1.837527(3) 100 300 168.4 SXARI rot

350823719 – 4.1963(9) 97 360 88.9 EB SPB?/rot c

354671857 0.344 0.343705(9) 100 66 198.2 ROT? SPB?/rot

355653322 0.790 0.79318(8) 88 46 60.0 ROT rot?/outburst?/instr?

410447919 4.566 4.2331(4) 85 247 60.8 ROT? rot/SPB?

410451677 2.049 2.05517(6) 98 176 88.4 SXARI rot

469906369 – 2.8535(1) 69 68 24.8 MAIA SPB/βCep/instr? c

Rotational signatures

A summary of the B-type TESS stars with rotational signatures issued from our analysis is presented in Table 2,

corresponding to 28 stars out of the entire sample of 160 targets, for which we computed confident periodicities on the

basis of our manifold procedure. The rotational periods listed in the referred table are those computed from the Lomb-

Scargle periodograms, which are consistent with those obtained from FFT and wavelet analysis. The uncertainties

on the periods were estimated according to the formal error definition given by David-Uraz et al. (2019). Figure

Set 1 in the Appendix displays for each rotational variable star the TESS LC, with the corresponding phase-folded

LC, the FFT and Lomb-Scargle frequency spectra, and the wavelet maps. Among these 28 rotational variables, 26

present a level of persistence of rotational signature greater than or equal to 79%, and only 2 stars show a persistence

between 49 and 69%. In fact, following De Medeiros et al. (2013) and Canto Martins et al. (2020), we consider that

stars have confident rotation periods when their LCs exhibit more than three observed cycles, where the effective
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number of cycles (NCycle) is the effective time span of the observation (tSPAN ) of the LC, excluding gaps, divided

by the rotation period (Prot). Rotation periods were computed for six TESS B-type stars, namely, TIC 149039372,

TIC 150442264, TIC 231122278, TIC 313934087, TIC 350823719, and TIC 469906369, with periodicities not yet

reported in the literature. The following stars have rotation periods previously given by David-Uraz et al. (2019):

TIC 89545031 (Prot = 3.7349 ± 0.0005) and TIC 279511712 (Prot = 1.65183 ± 0.00002), and also given by Cunha

et al. (2019): TIC 12359289 (Prot = 3.06395 ± 0.00041), TIC 89545031 (Prot = 3.72251 ± 0.00097), TIC 182909257

(Prot = 3.14108 ± 0.00082), and TIC 350146577 (Prot = 1.83764 ± 0.00004) which, within the uncertainties, are

consistent with our determinations. A few stars listed in Table 2 deserve special attention due to their short rotation

periodicities, specifically those with periods shorter than approximately 0.5 days. These rotational variables, in

particular TIC 139468902, TIC 149039372, and TIC 354671857 may belong to the known class of fast-rotating B-type

stars (Mowlavi et al. 2016; Balona 2016). To a consistency check of the rotation periodicities listed in Table 2, we

followed the methodology described in Kochukhov et al. (2021). According to those authors, periods with corresponding

ratios of the equatorial to the breakup velocity close to or less than 1 may be consistent with rotation. The stars

TIC 139468902, TIC 149039372, TIC 279430029, TIC 354671857, and TIC 355633322, all with Prot < 1, are fully

compatible with those criteria and have clear signatures of rotational modulation. For TIC 354671857, Kochukhov et

al. (2021) give a rotation period of 0.344 days, which agrees with the value obtained in the present work.

However, some major aspects emerge from the present analysis when the bulk of our results is compared with the

recent literature. First, the 29 stars listed in Table 3 exhibit a clear noisy behavior in their LCs, from which our

manifold analysis shows no periodicities with physical meaning. Such a finding is completely at odds with Balona et

al. (2019), who classified 14 of these stars as rotational variables, computing their rotational frequencies. Table 3 also

presents discrepancies with Pedersen et al. (2019), with a few stars classified by these authors as possible rotation

variables showing rather noisy behavior. Based on De Medeiros et al. (2013), we consider a noisy LC when the

ratio of the signal amplitude to a noise level, estimated from the standard deviation of the residual, is less than a

threshold. According to a careful analysis of the current sample, we identified a value of 0.2 as producing a reasonable

separation between noisy LCs and those with physical signals. Second, among the stars listed in Table 4, 46 show

rather a pulsational, binarity or ambiguous variability behavior in their LCs, with no clear rotation signatures, also

in contrast with previous classifications (Balona et al. 2019; Pedersen et al. 2019), that suggested for them a possible

rotational variability. Following Canto Martins et al. (2020), we define as ambiguous variability those stars showing

visually noticeable fluctuations in the LCs, but faint enough for a reliable interpretation or with insufficient time span

for proper identification of the variability nature, as well as significant large-amplitude variations but presenting an

irregular or complex behavior sometimes also caused by systematics.

Pulsation signatures and ambiguous variability

The sample of 160 targets analyzed by Balona et al. (2019) and Pedersen et al. (2019) for variability classification

was based on observations collected by TESS in Sectors 1 (July 25 – August 22, 2018) and 2 (August 23 – September

20, 2018). Because the present-day TESS database offers new observations for 123 stars in a large number of sectors,

out of the sample of 160 targets, we revisited the referred classifications. The additional TESS Sectors are listed in

Table 1, from which one can see that 84 stars were observed in at least 10 TESS Sectors. Indeed, the detection of stellar

photometric variability depends strongly on not only instrumental characteristics, such as photometric sensitivity, but

even on the time span of the observation (e.g., Leão et al. 2015; Canto Martins et al. 2020) and on LC reduction and

post-treatment procedures (Bravo et al. 2014; de Lira et al. 2019; Canto Martins et al. 2020). Special emphasis was

placed on the stars classified in previous studies as rotational variables. Tables 2, 3, and 4 list the classification issued

from the present analysis and those from Pedersen et al. (2019) and Balona et al. (2019). In the following, we present

the major constraints that are perhaps contributing to important discrepancies among the referred classifications.

Astrophysical implications

The results emerging from our analysis have relevant astrophysical implications associated with the treatment pro-

cedures adopted in the computation of periodicities and with the variability classification for the sample analyzed

here. The first implication arises from the disagreement between the variability classification issued from the present

work and those by Balona et al. (2019) and Pedersen et al. (2019), which can be understood in two ways. First, those

authors based their analyses on the LCs acquired in the first two sectors of the TESS mission, namely, Sectors 1 and 2.

In contrast, our analysis covers a significantly larger number of sectors, with 84 stars observed in at least 10 sectors,
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Table 3. TESS B-type stars with noisy behavior from the present manifold analysis. The following information is listed: TIC
ID, possible frequency νrot given by Balona et al. (2019), classifications from Balona et al. (2019) and Pedersen et al. (2019),
and Remarks from our analysis.

TIC νrot Balona et al. (2019) Pedersen et al. (2019) Remarks

(d−1)

31674330 – – – Noisy

33945685 2.835 ROT instr?(νinst’2.8d−1)/plus Noisy

49687057 – – instr/binary? Noisy

147283842 – – – Noisy+Ambiguous variability

152283270 0.434 EA+ROT? instr/binary(transit) Noisy

167415960 – – const? Noisy

176935619 2.747 ROT instr?(νinst’2.8d−1) Noisy

229013861 0.423 ROT? rot Noisy

260368525 1.193 ROT? SPB? Noisy

260540898 0.562 ROT? rot? Noisy

260820871 – EP rot/binary? Noisy

270557257 2.475 ROT? instr(νinst’2.8d−1) Noisy

278683664 1.701 ROT? const?? Noisy

278865766 – – const?? Noisy

278867172 – – const?? Noisy

300325379 1.838 ROT rot? Noisy

306672432 1.091 ROT? const?/rot? Noisy

308454245 – MAIA δSct Noisy

308456810 0.251 ROT rot? Noisy/Ambiguous variability

308748912 – – SLF?/outburst?/instr Noisy

349829477 – – const? Noisy

355141264 – – const? Noisy

355477670 0.272 ROT? const? Noisy

364421326 1.976 ROT? rot? Noisy

369397090 – – – Noisy

370038084 – – const? Noisy

372913233 – – const?/outburst?/instr? Noisy

372913582 – SPB? const?/outburst?/instr? Noisy

441196602 0.144 ROT? const? Noisy

32 of which are observed along 15-16 sectors. Considering that the time range of observations is a crucial aspect for a

solid variability classification, the use of only two sectors can statistically impoverish the analysis. Second, the referred

studies applied a single analysis technique, whereas our diagnostic in the identification of variability signatures was

based on a manifold procedure derived from Lomb-Scargle, FFT, and wavelet analysis, which is even able to identify

the persistence associated with variability phenomena. These two aspects also lie at the core of the misidentification

of rotational periodicities and variable classes, such as those extracted from noisy LCs. In this context, a comparison

of our periodicities with those from Balona et al. (2019) shows the following portrait: (i) for 19 stars listed in Table 2,

we find an excellent agreement with Balona et al. (2019), with a root mean-square of the differences of 0.009 (these 19

stars have essentially very well defined LCs); (ii) for the stars TIC 197641601, TIC 307291308, and TIC 410447919,

also listed in Table 2, we did not find periodicities compatible with those given by Balona et al. (2019); and (iii) for

the 14 stars listed in Table 3 with frequencies computed by Balona et al. (2019), for which we have identified rather

noisy behavior in their LCs, we did not find periodicities with a clear physical meaning. Regarding point (ii), the

difference in Prot for TIC 197641601 came likely from an instrumental anomaly observed in sector 1, also pointed by

Pedersen et al. (2019). For TIC 307291308, and TIC 410447919, the differences came, in fact, from the larger number

of sectors considered in the present analysis.
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Figure 1. GAIA Color–Magnitude Diagram (CMD) for the variable stars analyzed in this study, presenting rotation signatures.
Ellipses were constructed from the scenario presented in Fig. 4 of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2019) for GAIA rotation-induced
variables.

The second astrophysical implication derived from the current results come out from Fig. 1, which shows an overview

of the classes of rotational variables identified in the present study. This figure displays the stars listed in Table 2

in a GAIA second data release (DR2) Color-Magnitude Diagram (CMD), with ellipses enclosuring different classes of

rotational variables, based on Fig. 4 of Gaia Collaboration et al. (2019). The scenario emerging from the referred CMD

points for different classes of rotational variables, composed at least of α2 Canum Venaticorum, rotating ellipsoidal,

and SX Arietis stars. The first class consists of highly magnetic variable Bp- and Ap-type main sequence stars. The

SX Arietis variables are similar to α2 Canum Venaticorum stars but with higher temperatures, and, by consequence,

their location in the CMD presents some overlap of the two distributions for these two variable types. The rotating

ellipsoidal variables are close binary systems with ellipsoidal components, which show variability (without eclipses)

due to orbital motion of a star that is distorted by the other component of the system. Overall, rotational modulation

in B-type stars is usually interpreted as being due to temperature and/or chemical spots on the stellar surface caused

by large-scale magnetic fields. Nevertheless, the formation mechanism of these magnetic fields and their evolution are

still a matter of much debate (e.g., Schneider et al. 2016; Villebrun et al. 2019; Landstreet et al. 2007, 2008; Fossati et

al. 2016; Shultz et al. 2019). The main challenge to answering these questions seems to be hampered by the paucity of

present-day statistics. For instance, the literature reports fewer than 100 known magnetic early B-type stars (Shultz et

al. 2018). In this context, the B-type rotational variable candidates revealed by TESS, as the α2 Canum Venaticorum

and SX Arietis types constrained in Fig. 1, may represent additional laboratories for direct or indirect magnetic

diagnostics. Interestingly, the stars listed in Table 2 show Prot values between 0.322260 and 5.1918 days, a range of

values compatible with the large majority of rotation periodicities of magnetic B-type stars reported by Shultz et al.

(2018) and Bowman et al. (2018). These studies show that the referred stars have rotation periodicities predominantly

lower than approximately 6 d.

SUMMARY
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Table 4. TESS B-type stars with ambiguous variability from the present manifold analysis. The following information is
listed: TIC ID, possible frequency νrot given by Balona et al. (2019), classifications from Balona et al. (2019) and Pedersen et
al. (2019), and Remarks from our analysis.

TIC νrot Balona et al. (2019) Pedersen et al. (2019) Remarks

(d−1)

30317301 – EB EV/rot/SLF Ambiguous variability/EB/Pulsation

31867144 – SPB rot/SPB+βCephybrid? Ambiguous variability/Rotation+SPB

47296054 0.836 SPB+ROT rot/SPB/Be Ambiguous variability/Rotation+Pulsation

53992511 – BE(BE) rot/SPB/Be Ambiguous variability/Rotation/SPB

55295028 – BE rot/SPB/Be Ambiguous variability/Pulsation+Rot

66497441 – ELL EV/rot?/SPB? SPB

92136299 2.252 ROT+FLARE? SPB+Be-type mini-outbursts/rot SPB+Flares

115177591 1.736 ROT SPB SPB

118327563 4.367 ROT+FLARE? – Ambiguous variability/sdB Pulsation?

150357404 0.640 SPB+ROT? SPB SPB

167045028 0.329 EB? rot Ambiguous variability/Rotation?/EB?

169285097 – sdB hybrid – Ambiguous variability/Pulsation

176955379 2.994 ROT SPB/rot Ambiguous variability/Pulsation+Rot

177075997 0.352 ROT? instr / rot? Ambiguous variability

206547467 0.233 ROT rot/const?/SPB? Ambiguous variability

207235278 0.558 ELL EV/rot Binary

230981971 – BE(BE) rot/SPB?/Be Ambiguous variability

238194921 0.727 SPB+ROT rot/SPB Ambiguous variability

259862349 0.402 ROT? instr Ambiguous variability/Rotation

261205462 – SPB SPB/rot Ambiguous variability/SPB?/Rotation?

271503441 3.058 ROT SPB?/outburst? Ambiguous variability/SPB?

271971626 0.215 ROT+MAIA rot Ambiguous variability/Rotation?/EB?

277022967 – ACYG rot/SPB?/SLF?/Be Ambiguous variability/Rotation/IGW?

277103567 1.497 ROT(BE) rot/EV? Ambiguous variability/Pulsation+Rot

277982164 1.266 ROT rot/SPB Ambiguous variability/Rotation+Pulsation

279957111 – – rot Ambiguous variability/Pulsation

280684074 0.563 SPB+ROT(LPB) SPB SPB

281741629 – BE(BE) rot/Be SPB?

293268667 3.390 SPB+ROT SPB/rot? SPB

293973218 – SPB rot/SPB Ambiguous variability

300010961 0.683 ROT+MAIA rot/βCep? β Cep+Oscillation?

300329728 0.411 ELL/ROT rot Ambiguous variability/β Cep?/EB?

300865934 – – instr/outburst? Ambiguous variability

306824672 – SPB? rot?/SPB? Ambiguous variability

307291318 – – instr/rot? Ambiguous variability/Rotation+Transity?

307993483 3.709 SPB+ROT? βCep?/SPB Ambiguous variability+Flares

308537791 0.527 ROT+MAIA rot Pulsation/Oscillation

327856894 – – rot?/outburst?/instr? Ambiguous variability

358466708 1.661 ROT rot/SPB SPB

358467049 0.265 SXARI rot SPB

358467087 – SPB? SPB/EV?/rot?/SLF?/instr? Ambiguous variability

364323837 – SPB? rot?/SPB? Ambiguous variability/Pulsation

364398190 0.760 ROT rot?/SLF? Ambiguous variability

364398342 – BE(GCAS) rot?/SPB?/Be Ambiguous variability

369457005 – SPB? rot/SPB? Ambiguous variability/SPB or SPB+Rot

372913684 1.460 SXARI (EA:) rot Ambiguous variability/Rotation+EB

373843852 – ACYG SPB?/rot? Ambiguous variability/IGW

425057879 – EB/ELL? instr?/binary?/rot? Ambiguous variability
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In this work, we report the results of a manifold analysis of TESS LCs with a 2-min cadence for 160 B-type stars,

using a considerably large number of sectors in comparison with previous studies. The analyzed sample includes 83

stars previously classified as possible rotational variables. The main findings from this analysis can be summarized as

follows.

i) We computed rotational periodicities for 6 new TESS B-type stars.

ii) For 14 stars with previously computed rotational periods, we identified rather noisy behavior in their LCs.

iii) For 46 stars, out of the sample of 83 TESS B-type stars previously classified as possible rotational variables, our

analysis reveals pulsational, binarity or ambiguous variability behavior rather than rotation signatures.

iv) The total sample of 28 potential rotators analyzed in the present study shows an overlap of different classes of

rotational variables composed of α2 Canum Venaticorum, rotating ellipsoidal, and SX Arietis stars.

Magnetic hot stars are endowed with several physical processes in their interiors, including rotation, pulsation, and

the production of large-scale magnetic fields. The interaction between those processes yields in large uncertainties to

theoretical models of stellar structure and evolution for the upper main-sequence region (e.g, Bowman et al. 2018).

For instance, theoretical models predict that large-scale magnetic fields induce uniform rotation and may produce

smaller convective-core overshooting region in those stars (e.g., Browning et al. 2004), even though more observational

constraints is necessary to refine those predictions. Besides, asteroseismic theoretical models of hot stars predict that

those magnetic fields and rotation may impact substantially in the excitation of waves (e.g., Lecoanet et al. 2017;

Mathis et al. 2014). Therefore, the sample of the present work brings relevant constraints to improve the evolutionary

models, especially for those considering rotation (e.g., Maeder 2009), being also of significant interest for improving,

theoretically and observationally, asteroseismic studies of those stars.

Some clear variabilities, classified here as ambiguous variabilities, that point to a rather difficult discrimination among

rotation, pulsation or other signatures, should be revisited in future works, especially using additional observations

with significantly larger time spans. The present findings reinforce previous studies carried out by different authors,

showing that the detection of stellar rotation variability depends strongly on instrumental characteristics, such as

photometric sensitivity, time span of the observation, LC reduction and post-treatment procedures, and even on the

number, size, and location of spots along the stellar surface. In fact, the inference of stellar surface properties from

photometric LCs is clearly an ill-posed problem because the solutions clearly depend discontinuously upon the initial

modeling assumptions (e.g., Luger et al. 2021). In the same direction, the present study reinforces that the extraction

of rotation periodicities from observed stellar LCs appears to be a non-well posed problem (Hadamard 1902) in the

sense that the solution may depend upon different conditions, as underlined above.
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APPENDIX

A. ONLINE MATERIAL

Supplementary material supporting this study is also available (Figure 2), including post-treated light curves, wavelet

maps, and periodograms, for stars with unambiguous rotation signatures.

TESS ID
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Figure 2. TESS LCs, LC phase folded, FFT and Lomb-Scargle periodograms, and wavelet maps for TIC 12359289. The
complete figure set (28 images) is available in the online Journal.

Fig. Set 1. Diagnostic plots for the 28 TOIs with unambiguous rotation periods.
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